SANDBIRD – ROCKY MOUNTAIN
SMASHERS
Contact Name:

Jim, Sandy or Matt Gilmer

Phone Number:

303-881-8810
303-412-1997
970-201-4218

Email: sandbirdllc@comcast.net

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SMASHER'S MENU

OF BEVERAGE OPTIONS FOR FESTIVALS

Here are the icy cold fresh fruit drinks we offer for a refreshing, delicious and healthy
beverage. We don't offer all of these at one time but two different options at a time
depending on what the festival prefers. All of the drinks are squeezed, smashed and
shaken while the customer watches the process. We are developing more smashers to
work well with the festivals we are attending. At the current time, we are taste testing a
tropical, Hawaiian drink similar to a Mai Tai or Pin a Colada for an Asian festival we are
attending in Denver later in the year. Our goal is to develop tasty, healthier beverages
that work nicely and in conjunction with the festival we are attending.
SMASHE S - (We can name this main smasher according to the festival we are
attending. For example, if we are a vendor at the Mike the Headless Chicken Festival,
the main "smasher" drink would be named, "Miracle Mike Smasher." We smash
oranges or any kind of fresh fruit, then add real fruit puree or whole or cut fruit; it can
be strawberries, mango, peach, raspberry, blueberry, blackberries, bananas, or
whichever fruit seems to be a favorite at the time. For the Peach Festival, we would
have a special peach drink; for the lavender festival, we might add lavender as a garnish
or to a beverage, etc., you get the idea but want our menu and display to represent the
festival we are attending. We also add coconut water to our natural mix recipe, lots of
ice nuggets ...then shake, shake, shake all of this together making a yummy, healthy and
refreshingly cold real fruit drink.
GOOSEBUMPS SMASHER -We also have the option of offering the same thing as above
with various real fruit syrups instead of fruit puree or the whole/cut up fruit. This
appeals to children also. We smash the fresh orange, add the coconut water with the
mix with water then add the real fruit syrup, with lots of ice and shake, shake, shake all
of it together. A hot day with lots of ice in a refreshing drink equals= goosebumps. ©
HAILSTORM SMASHER -Another option is called the "Hail Storm" for adults, with an
added shot of energy booster to any of the real fruit drinks mentioned.
FRESHLY SQUEEZED LEMQNADE - Consists of fresh lemons that we squeeze while the
customer is watching, coconut water, and a natural mix used to give it a pleasantly
sweet taste (not just sugar) then we add lots of ice and shake, shake, shake ... truly
delicious, freshly squeezed lemonade.

SAMANTHA, OUR SIGN WAVER
Our mannequin sign waver, Samantha, will be dressed to fit the festival.
(Yes, the sign actually moves and waves drawing much attention.)
For example, for the Dragon Boat Race Festival,
Samantha will wear either Asian clothes and hat or possibly a dragon
costume. She waves the sign holding
the name of the real fruit drink, Smasher, of the day which coincides
with the festival we are attending.
For example, if we are attending Mike the Headless Chicken Festival,
she might
be wearing a chicken costume or white clothes with feathers, with a sign
that says,
UMJRACLE MIKE SMASHER"
Refreshingingly Delicious Fresh Fruit Drink- $5.00

For The Country Jam Festival
She could be wearing cowboy hat, jeans, boots, and red bandana ••• with
the sign saying:
"HOWDY PARDNER"
Try the "COWPOKE SMASHER"
Refreshingly Delicious Fresh Fruit Drink- $5.00
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Because we were not able to get into some festivals with just the
freshly squeezed lemonade option, we decided to provide other
options in place of the lemonade or with the lemonade. We are now in
the process of having new tent signs and banners made to replace the
lemonade signs and banners if we are at a festival that prefers the
fresh fruit smashers instead of the lemonade. We are sending you
pictures of the smasher tent that is in process so you can have
an idea of what it will look like. We are also sending pictures of our
lemonade tent. When the banners and signs are completed for the
smasher tent, we will send you a pictures of it. We can provide for
festivals either the "Smasher" tent or the "Lemonade" tent, but not
both. However, we can provide freshly squeezed lemonade from our
smasher tent if requested or smashers from our lemonade tent.
We provide two beverage options at a time (menu of beverages
included in our packet). The festival coordinators may choose the tent
and beverage option if they would like to do this.
Thank you!

